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Abstract • COJ(0P*®HM , streszczenie

In an attempt to eliminate motivational inconsistencies, 
we propose a new approach to relational database theory. 
Basically, a database schema is treated as a relational view 
defined over certain atomic, selfexplainable relations, 
constituting wnat we call a conceptual schema. In this new 
framework, we revisit some basic notions of the relational 
database theory, such as dependencies and schema equivalence. 
We point out e fundamental difference between functional 
dependencies, which we treat as constraints over the con
ceptual schema, and multivalued and join dependencies, which 
we treat as constraints over the database schema, and which 
are simply consequences of the way database relations are 
constructed from conceptual relations. The separation of 
the database schema from the conceptual schema maices it 
possible to give a clear definition of a semantics of a 
database stste. It also provides a natural framework to 
consider equivalence of database schemata.

CncTeuatK'iecKH& nogxos k Teopaa peJumaoBainc 6as AauHux

B paOoie npeajiaraeicH h o b uC iioaxoa k Teopaa peJumaoaHicc 
Gas AaHBia, paccuaTpHBaeuux KaK nonutica acKJuraeHBH c y m e c iB y -

Bmax S  3 T 0 #  TB O p BB  MOTHBaUBOHHUX npO TH B O pe’lH t t .  B flaHHOM n O A - 

x o a e  c x e i ia  (5a3u jia H H u x p a c c u a r p H B a e T c n  k b k  o G p a a  oTu om eH n fl, 

o n p e a e jie H H u fi a a  aTO H H ux cajiOBH HCH fuonutxca O Taom eH BH X, o<5pa3y- 

doudc r a s  H a s i iB a e u y s  K o a u e n T y a n iB y i)  c x e u y .  P a c c u a T p u B a c r c f l  a e -  

K O IO p u e  OCHOBHUe nOHHTHH TGOpHH peJIHUHOHHUX 0 a 3  A8J1BHX, T 8 -  

K u e , H a n p u ie p ,  K a K  s a B H c m io c T H  a  B K B B B a jie H T B O C ta  o x e n .  0<5pa- 

m aeTCH BH H uafiue H a  OCHOBHUe p a a n B ’ja n  u e i A j  $yaKQ H O H aai>B ia iB  

s a B H C U io c T f l i i i , K O Top u e  p a c c u a T p H B a u T C H  k b k  o rp a H a ie H H H  b k o h -  

QensyaiBBOfl czeue, a MHorosBaqBUHa a cooabhhteniHinia saBaca-



mocthjm, KOTopue paccMaTpiBarrcH kek orpauneau b cibmo (Ja- 
8H aaHHUI B KOłOpHe HBBHDTCH CafliCtBMJUDI CHOCOfla KOHC*py*pO- 
saHHH OTHOH6BHH 0a3H flaHHUI B3 K0HaenTy8JtŁHHX OTHOneH*M.
OTaeJieHHe c x e n u  ó a a u  aaHHux o *  KOHueniyaiiŁHOfl cxeiiH  « a e r  b o b -  

UOIHOCTŁ $OpliyJlHpOBKH HCHOrO OHpefleJieHHH CeMaHTHKH COCTOHHHfl 

5a 3H flaHHŁDC, a  ta s c ie  H aiyp azŁ H o ro  onpeaeueH im  aKBiBaneHTHOCTH 

cxeu (Sasa aaHHia.

Systematyczne podejście do teorii relacyjnych baz danych

W pracy zaproponowano nowe podejście do teorii relacyj
nych baz danych, Jako próbę wyeliminowania istniejących w 
tej teorii sprzeczności motywacyjnych. W podejściu tym sche
mat bazy danych Jest traktowany Jako obraz relacyjny zde
finiowany na pewnych atomowych, samowyjaśnlających Bię re
lacjach, tworzących tzw. schemat konceptualny.

Rozważono, w tym nowym ujęciu, pewne podstawowe pojęcia 
teorii relacyjnych baz danych, takie Jak zależności i równo
ważność schematów. Wskazano na podstawową różnicę pomiędzy 
zależnościami funkcjonalnymi, które traktowane są Jako ogra
niczenia w schemacie konceptualnym, oraz zależnośclani wielo- 
nartościowymi i złączeniowymi, które traktowane są jako ogra
niczenia w schemacie bazy danych i które są po prostu konsek
wencjami sposobu, w jaki relacje bazy danych są konstruowane 
z relacji konceptualnych. Oddzielenie schematu bazy danych 
od schematu konceptualnego umożliwia podanie jasnej definicji 
semantyki stanu bazy danych. Jak również naturalnej definicji 
równoważności schematów bazy danych.



1. INTRODUCTION

There have recently been many deep controversies concerning the 

foundations of the relational model of data. These controversies 

partly originate from the way the relational database theory has been 

developed, where first the “results" were obtained, and only later 

assumptions - not necessary practically motivated - were found 

to make these results mathematically correct. a

The simplest example of such a situation is the theory of function

al dependencies. If we try to apply the results originally developed 

for functional dependencies in a single relation (e.g. transitivity) 

to a set of functional dependencies originating from several rela

tions (e.g. an input of the synthetic design process [Ber]), then 

in order to Justify the results obtained we are forced to introduce 

the highly unnatural universal instance assumption. The normalization 

theory, being based on results about functional dependencies, also 

heavily relies on the universal instance assumption. This leads to a 

paradox, since this assumption, as pointed out by Bernstein and 

Goodman [b g ], is inconsistent with the motivation behind normal 

forms.
Another paradox in the relational database theory is, as we be

lieve, the unnatural direction of the database schema design process, 
in both decomposition [Cod2j end 'synthetic [Ber] approach. Basically 
speaking, the design process leads from input data with unclear 
semantics to output data - relation schemes with usually clear, un
derstandable meaning. In most' cases only after the schema design 
process is completed, we know exactly what Is the meaning of the 
input data. In other words, the meaning of the input is explained in 
term# of the output, which ie highly unintuitive. The natural direc
tion of any deelgn process Is to construct a complex structure from 
simpler ones, and to explain the Meaning of thia complex structure 
by the meaning of its components.



In fact, in the relational database theory the meaning of e re

lation is often implicitly explained - without explicitly admitting 

it - by smaller, "atomic“ relations (this can be seen especially in 

examples where, say, a td'ple < Smith, London, cars) is intuitively 

explained as “Smith is located in London“ and "Smith supplies cars“). 

This is elso typica.l in the context of explaining the so-called 
■update anomalies", where the implicitly assumed set of atomic rela

tions is identified by functional dependencies [BG]. In fact, the 

notion of an update anomaly depends on the set of atomic relations 

as the following example shows.

Example 1.1. Consider a relation schema

R^Agent, Product, Price, Company] 

with the functional dependency Product — * Price. This relation has 

the following meaning: Agent represents a product with a given price, 

produced by a company. According to normalization theory, this re

lation schema suffers fron the following update anomaly. If a given 

product is no longer represented by any agent, then the price"of 

this product is lost. “Note that in describing this anomaly we impli

citly use an atomic relation PfProduct, Price]. If we decompose R 

into

R^Product .Price] and R,,[Agent .Product .Company] 

then all update anomalies related to the functional dependency

Product  »Price disappear (R1,R2 are in Boyce-Codd nonr.al form,

see e.g. [Ull]). However, if we explain the meaning of R2 as the 

Join of three atomic relations Q^Agent, Product], QgfAgent, Com

pany] and Qj[Product, Company] (see a similar example in [Nic]), 

then update anomalies appear, similar to those in the original schema 
R; for instance, if a given product is no longer represented by any 

agent then the information about the company which produces it is



We see here that the concept of update anomaly and hence the 

general notion of a normal form strictly depends on the atomic re

lations in terms of which we understand a given database rela

tion.

We believe that there is no special reason why as the set of im

plicit atomic relations only those generated by functional depend

encies should be chosen. Moreover, in order to correctly define the 
update anomalies we should state these atomic relations explicitly.

Concluding the above remarks, we believe that the atomic, self- 

explainable relations, in terms of which all other relations consi

dered are explained, should constitute the input of the design pro

cess. The design process should construct more complex database re

lations as output, with the semantics defined in terms of the se

mantics of input relations.

In our approach, database relations are formed from input atomic 

relations by means of relational algebra expressions. In this way, 

the semantics of a database relation is specified not only by its 

set of attributes, es in most of the existing approaches, but also 

by the relational expression defining this relation.
Another argument for involving relational algebra in the definition 

of semantics of database relations is the nature of multivalued and 

join dependencies, since these dependencies explicitly specify rela

tional expressions constructing database relation? from some atomic 

relations.

The following example shows the importance of relational expres

sions in defining the semantics of a database relation.
V

Example 1.2. [FMU] Let the atomic relation schemata be 

(^[Customer, Account], ¡^[Customer, LoanD,

Rj[Loan, Bank], R4[Account, Bank] . ^
with the obvious meaning that customer has an account, customer has



a loan, loan is taken from a bank, and account is hold in a bank, 

respectively.•
Let us define (as the output of the design process) a relation 

over the set of all attributes occurring in Rj^.Rg.Rj.R^ to be the

Join

Sx - Rj N  R2 W  R3 W  R4 -
The problem which arises under such a definition is that the user 

querying such a 'universal'' relation about all bahks with which

a given customer is associated obtains only those banks in which

the customer holds both a loan and an account, although intuitively

he or would rather expect those banks in which the customer holds 

either a loan or an account. Authors of this example considered this 

to be a serious disadvantage of the input schema, the undesired 

property being the cyclicity of the schema. We would rather claim 

that not the input schema but the way in which the output schema 

has been constructed (namely, as the join) is responsible for this 

situation. The appropriate relational expression should be

S2 - ( R i W  R4) u ( R2 M  R3) . g

The set of atomic relations (input of the design process) is 

embodied, in Section 3, in the formsl definition of a conceptual 

schema as a collection of relation names together with a constraint 

determining which combinations of instances of these relation names 

are considered legal states of the schema. The usual framework for
m

our discussion in this paper is a conceptual schema and a database 

schema (output of the design process), which is a collection of re
lation names together with an explicit mapping (relational expres

sion) which specifies the way states of the conceptual schema are 

transformed into the states of the database schema; this intuitively 

describes the way facts from reality are put into the database.

A database schema specifies, on the basis of the database adminls-



trator's knowledge of possible applications, those facte which can 

enter the database, or those of Interest to the possible users. Let 

us consider one more example.

Example 1.3. Consider a relation schema 

RfSupplier, City, Product, Price], 

with the following interpretation attached to a' tuple ¿s,c,p,r> 

of any instance of R:
Supplier s is located in city c, it supplies product p, and the 
price of this product is r. We see that explaining the meaning of 

this relation we implicitly use the following atomic relations

R1[Supplier,City], R2[Supplier,Product], R3[Product.Price].

These relations - as the atoms to which we refer describing the 

relation R - should therefore constitute our conceptual schema 

(cf. [Nij]).
Our relation R would, in turn, form the database schema ob

tained as the ,1oln of the conceptual relations Rj.Rg.Rj. Moreover, 

we see that in this database schema we are Interested in products 

and their prices only under the condition that they are supplied 

by some supplier. The fact that the product which is not supplied 

by any supplier is not represented in the database (frequently con

sidered in the literature as a disadvantage of the schema) is 

just the consequence of our choice’of the database schema. Assuming 

that our choice was conscious, it demonstrates that we 8re simply 
not interested in such products. Q

The choice of a conceptual schema is very important in the 

database design process. The conceptual schema should be defined 

as the set of those atomic relations in terms of which the rela

tions being of interest are explainable (atomic means not explain

able further by other relations).



The relational expression constructing • a database scheaa should 

in turn be chosen so that only facts of interest are store.d in-the 

database.
Therefore the possible mapping crucially depends on the predicted 

set of external applications and even.on the structure of expected 

queries. We assume here that the database designer has that requi

red knowledge of the range and structure of the external applica

tion at his disposal.
It should be emphasized that in our approach the database scheaa 

is a kind of a relational view of reality (of the conceptual scheaa). 

This fact together with the idea of separation of these schemata 

has a very important consequence: it aakes it all possible to speak 

about the semantics of the database scheaa, and of database states.
i

In fact, the first thing to do if we want to talk about semantics 

is to choose a domain of interpretation; in our case the role of 

this donain is played by the conceptual schema.

Let us also remark that, in a special case, a database schema can 

be identified with the conceptual schema (when the database construc

tor is the identity expression). 1

In Section 4 we point out the fundamental difference between con

straints on states of the conceptual scheaa - which we call 

reality dependencies - and those constraints on states of the 

database scheaa which are consequences of the way these states are 

obtained from the states pf the conceptual scheaa - we call these 

latter constraints database dependencies. We show that, in the usual 

context, functional dependencies are reality dependencies, while 

multivalued dependencies, join dependencies and the universal in

stance assumption are exaaples of database dependencies.
In Section 5 we consider the problem of how to interpret a state 

of a database schema; oore exactly', what is the set of possible sta- 

tes of reality corresponding to a given state of the database. We
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show that there are at least three different ways to meaningfully 

define this interpretation, and we explain the differences between 

these definitions. We give some arguments in favor of one of those 

three interpretations, closely related to a so called open world 

assumption (see Reiter [Rei]).

Our approach is a natural framework to speak about equivalence 

of database schemata. Clearly, for a comparison of two database 

schemata to be meaningful, both of them should model the same reality,

i.e. they should be defined over the same conceptual schema (this 

obvious fact is not always taken into account by authors in the re

lational database theory). We consider the problem of database 

schemata equivalence briefly at the end of Section 5̂  and in more 

detail in [1L2].
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS

In this section we give some basic definitions and notation con

cerning the relational model of data ( [Codl] , see also [llll]) .

Throughout the paper we shall consider a fixed finite set ZC 

of attributes. Attributes will usually be denoted by A,B,C>...t and 

sets of attributes by X,Y,Z,..., with possible subscripts. A set of 

attributes, say {a,C}, will usually be written as . AC; also a union 

Xu Z will be denoted by the concatenation XZ, Associated with 
every A c ZL ia an attribute domain D( A) • -ieisents of 0(A), D( B) , 

0(C) will usually be denoted by a,b,c, respectively. By a tuple of 

type X we mean any mapping t which associates a value t( A) € D( A) 

with every ACx, A tuple will usually be denoted by a string of 

values associated with the attributes, e.g. ac denotes a tuple of 

type AC. For a tuple t of type X and for any Y£ X ,  we denote

by t[Y] the rest riction of t to Y, e.g. if t = abc then

t[AC] « ac. By a relation of type X we mean any finite set of 

tuples of type X; a multirelation of type ^X1,...,Xn> is any se

quence <r1,...,r[l> where rA is a relation of type Xi# li i^n. 

Relations will usually be denoted by p,q,r,s, with possible sub

scripts, primes, etc., while multirelations by p,q,r,s (conforming

to the general convention that boldface indicates "multiobjects").
The type of tuple t, relation r, and multirelation r is denoted

by w(t), <x( r) , and <x(r), respectively.

The set of all multirelations of type <X1#...,Xn> will be denoted 

by 31 (X. ,...,Xn) j in particular, 3l(X) is the set of all rela

tions of type X. By a relation name we mean a symbol P (also

used are letters Q,R,S, with possible subscripts), with an associa

ted type tt.(P)clL. An instance of P is any relation p such that
oc ( p) * oc(P). An instance will usually be denoted by a lower case 

version of the letter denoting the relation name.



We shall consider the usual relational operators of pro lection! 

■n-yi r) - {t [y ]: t ( r }  (Y c  «  (r));

telect ion:

f>E(r) - { t 6 r :  E( t) ■ true};

union; ,

r u s ,  i.e. the usual set-theoretical union ( ot ( r) » <* ( s)) ; 

and loin:

r ^ s  ■ (t i ¿(t) ■ X u Y  a  t[X]€ r A t [Yl £ s J , 

where X « «( r) , Y ■9f(s).

A relational expression is any well formed expression built up
*

from relation names and relational operators.

By a multirelatlonal expression we mean any sequence f  » 

of relational expressions. Multirelational (and in particular, rela 

tional) expressions are assumed to be typed in the following sense. 

We assume that associated with every multirelatlonal expression f  

is a sequence ^P1,...#Pn'> (usually clear from the context) con

taining all relation names occurring in f  (and possibly some
other relation names). The argument type of f is defined as

/
oc(f) - < e*( P1) ,...,ol( Pn) y . For any multirelation p » <p1,...,pn

of type < *(p ) ■ < x ( f ) ,  we define f ( p )  ■ <f x( p) ,..., f k( p)> 

where f^(p) denotes the relation obtained by substituting p^ 

for all occurrences of P^ in f^, J ■ l,...,n. We also define 

ft(f) « oc (f(p)) , and call it the result type of f .  By the range 

of f  we mean
r

Range( f) » { f( p); p C Ji ( <x (f)) } .



i. SCHEMATA

The most general notion used In thl* paper will be that of a 
»ehMi. By a »cheaa we »hall aean any sequence of the fora

* •  < Pi  Pn'e >
Where are (pairwise distinct) relation naaes and c

is a constraint. Define

ft(S) -5l(<»(PJ),...,«(Pn)).

The constraint c specifies those elaaents in 3L(S) which are 
considered as legal states of ths scheme. More exactly, denoting 
by Sat(c) the set of all elaaents in 3t(S) satisfying con
straint c, we define the set of states of S by 

States(S) m sat(e)
In our considerations ws shall usually single out a schema, 

called the conceptual schema. We shall usually denote it by

Intentionally, the relation naaes pj»***»pn in c denote ele
mentary relations (sseantic atoms) in terms of which we talk about 
reality. Every other relation considered will be 'explained'' in 
terms of Pj,...,? .

By a database schema over C we shall aean any sequence

D - >
where R1>...,R|< are pairwise distinct relation names,

f ■ <f1»...»f|t> and every fi is a relational expression built

up from pi»**->pn such that fi ( f ^  = «  ( RA) . A database schema 
can be thought of as a mapping which transforms every state p of 

the conceptual schema' into the state f(p) of the database schema. 

We may also treat f as transforming any constraint e over 'RfC) 
into a constraint f(e) over 31(D) such that
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Sat{f(«)) - f(Sat(e)) ,

■here f(Sat(e)) » {f(p) : p€Sat(«)]. In this way the database 
scheaa D  defines a scheaa In the general sense defined at the 
beginning of this section; «re can lnforaslly write

D  • ( Rj.....

which enables us to apply to database schemata all notions defined 
for general scheaata. It should however be ewphaslzed that by a 
database scheaa we wean auch aore than just a sequence of relation 
naaes and a constraint. It Includes a conceptual scheaa and it spe

cifies a napping transforming states of this conceptual scheaa 
Into states of the database scheaa.

In what follows, we shall use the convention that relation nsnes 

in the conceptual scheaa will be denoted by P,Q, with possible sub

scripts; sinllarly, R,S, with possible subscripts will be relation 

names in a database scheaa.

4. REALITY DEPENDENCIES VS. DATABASE DEPENDENCIES

Given a schema S and two constraints e,e' over Ji, (S), we say 

that e implies e', and we write e ̂  e', if Sat(e) C. Sat(e').

Let C = ( Pj,...,Pn,c^ be a conceptual schema.

By a reality dependency we mean any constraint e over 31(C) 
such that c ^ e. Of course, the strongest reality dependency is 

c itself. Let us denote by 0 the weakest reality dependency, 

i.e. Sat(O) « 3£(C) ( *no constraint"), let D » <R-,...,Rk. O
be a database schema over C, and let d be any constraint over 

31(C) . We say that d is a database dependonqy if f(*>) d, i.e. 
if Range( f) C Sat( d) . Clearly, the strongest database dependency 

is f( 0) itself. Notice that reality dependencies refer to the 

conceptual schema, while database dependencies refer to the data

base schema.
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A reality dependency gives some information about reality (i.e., 

about a possible state of the conceptual schema). No such informa

tion is carried by a database dependency --no matter which element 

p^É^RfC) characterizes the actual state of reality, the corres

ponding state f(p*) of the database satisfies the database depend

ency. A database dependency is simply the consequence of the way 

states of the conceptual schema are transformed into states of the 

database schema.
A typical example of a reality dependency is a functional depend

ency ( FD) or, more generally, a set of FOs. Let r be a relation, 

and let X,Y ç oc ( r) . We say that r satisfies functional depend

ency X — *Y if for all t,ué r, t[Xl « u[x] implies t [Y] ■ u[y],

A state p » <P1 «....Pn> 6 States(C) is said to satisfy the fun

ctional dependency X — *Y in P^ if pA satisfies X — *Y.

Notice that in our approach it is meaningless to speak about a 

"functional dependency" X — * Y in an absolute sense (as in the 

case under the universal instance assumption), since in general

there may be many P/a such that X,Y ç o< ( P^) , and these P^s

may have semantically nothing to do with one another.

Now we shall give several examples of database dependencies.

Let r be a relation, let X,Y ç oC ( r) , and let Z <i*(r) \ XY.

We say that r satisfies multivalued dependency ( MVQ) X — ** Y if 

r m  lrXY( r) M  r) (see [ Fag, Zan]). A state p -  <P1,...,Pn > 6
States(C) is sbid to satisfy the multivalued dependency X — **Y 
in P̂  ̂ if pi satisfies X — *► Y.

Example 4.1 (Multivalued dependency). Let C ■ ( P,Q,c> , 

c«.(P) ■ AB, * ( Q) « AC, and let ID « ¿R,f> be a database schema

over C such that f « PMQ. Then obviously A — *» B in R is a

database dependency (in fact, the strongest database dependency). {j

Multivalued dependencies are a special case of Join dependencies



(see [Ris]). Let r be a relation and let Xlt...,Xp c  cC ( r) . We 

6ay that r satisfies ,1oln dependency (00) *[X1 #...«Xp] If
p

r - M  7T (r). A state p » <p.,...pn> €  States(C) is said
3-1 J i n

to satisfy the Join dependency ¿[X^*... .Xp'] in PA if pA satis

fies ^[XjM*.»Xp]<

Example 4.2 (Join dependency). Let C - ^ P 1 ,P2,Pj,e * AS,

m ( P 2) • BC, oi (Pj) • CD, and let ID « ^R,f> be a database

schema over C such that f ■ M  P2 D4 Pj. Then obviously the Join 

dependency *[AB,BC,CO] in R is a database dependency (in fact, 
the strongest database dependency). Other examples of database depen

dencies are in this case the MVDs B — » A ,  B — » CD, C — >»D,

C — *  AB in R. D
Notice that the fact that the Join dependency *[AB,BC,C0] in R

holds in every state of the database schema means in fact that the

semantics of R is “explained" aa a Join of three ocher relations.

In other words, this Join dependency points out explicitly the way 

in which the relation under consideration is built up from relations 

of the conceptual schema.

We say that a sequence of relations .....rk satisfies the 

universal instance assumption (U1A) if there is a relation r (of

type oc ( rj) u  ... u  o< ( rk)) such that ^ ( r , ) ^  ' ri* i " 1.....k

( s.ee [ABU, Ber, FMU]).

Example 4.3 (Universal Instance assumption). Let O ■ ^ R j ,....R^,f >

be a database schema over C ■ <P,c>, such that f,. ■ tt (P) ,
1 Yi

( Y^ ■ °t ( R^)) , Then the UIA for R1,...,R)c is a database dependency
■*' . . 1 (in fact the strongest database dependency). Q

This dependency also points out explicitly how R ^ c . t R ^  are
constructed, namely that they are projections of a single relation.

Obviously, this kind of a database dependency can be generalized to
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the case where some, not necessarily all of the relations of the

database schema are projections of a single relation.

Notice that the U1A is an "interrelational dependency*; in fact

one "in the strongest sense", since in general it i6 a dependency©
between all k relations, which cannot be replaced by any combina

tion of dependencies between smaller number of relations.

The set of states of a database schema,

States(ID) ■ Sat(f(c)) ■ f(Sat(e))

can be treated as the result of interaction, sometimes very complex, 

between reality dependencies and database dependencies. An interest

ing work in this connection is that of Klug [Klu], who investigates, 

in a different context, which FDs are satisfied by states of the 
database scheme if c is a given aet of FDs.

5. INTERPRETATION OF DATABASE STATES
'v
A database is not an autonomous object. It is a representation of 

o collection of facts about reality. The user is, in most cases, in

terested xn a database state only to the extent this state reflects 

the current state of reality (cf. [Lip]). Therefore the meaning of 

a database state (i.e. a state of the database schema) should be 

explained in terms of the states of reality (i.e. states of the con
ceptual schema).

Lee D be a database schema over C. Consider first the ideal 

situation where the database administrator (DBA) knows exactly the 

reality state p (or at least knows it to the extent sufficient 

for determining the exact value of f(p )). Under this assumption, 

a database state r specifies the following set of possible states 
of reality:

{p € States( C) : f(p) = r} = f-1( r) a  States( C) .

-  18 -
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This way of interpreting database states Mill be referred to as the 
interpretation under the closed world assumption, or the CVVA inter

pretation (see Reiter [Rei]).

' In many situations, however, it is more realistic to assume that,

for various reasons, the knowledge represented in the database does 
/ * 

not include all facts that it should Include (but all facts present

in the database are correct). More exactly, we ossume that the fol

lowing relation between a database state r and reality state p* 
holds :

r Ç  f(p*)

where 'v ç  r* means r^ ç r', i - l,...,k. Under this assumption, 

a database state r specifies the following set of possible states 

of reelity:

States(C): f(p) o  r} * f_1( Rep( r) ) n  States( C)
where Rep(r) » {r'£ 31(D): r' 2 r}. This way of interpreting data

base states will be referred to as the interpretation under the open
f

world assumption, or the CUVA interpretation (see Reiter [Rei]). Putting 

it still another way, under this interpretation we assume that the 

DBA puts into the database, for every i, all relationships 1 6 ri 
which he is able to derive from his knowledge of reality; but we make 

no assumptions concerning either the form of this knowledge or the 

derivation process.
For simplicity, assume for a moment that a database state consists 

of a single relation, r, and let t be a tuple such that t ̂  r and 

r vj {t} € States(D) . Then under the OWA interpretation it is not known 
n isther the relationship expressed by t holds or not in reality, 
while under'the CWA interpretation this relationship is definitely 

known not to hold in reality. In other words, the CWA interpretation 

assumes all facts not present in the database to be false (see [Rei] 

for a more thorough discussion of OWA vs. CWA) .
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There is a third possibility to interpret a database state. This 

possibility is essentially the OWA interpretation extended witfi an 

additional assumption concerning the.fora of the incompleteness of 

information of the DBA. Suppose that the DBA'e information about the 

state p* of reality takes the form of a multirelation, p, with 

the interpretation that p Ç p*. Since f is monotone, it is natu

rel to assume that the OBA maps this information into the database 

state f(p). Under these assumptions, a database state r specifies 

the following set of possible states of reality:

{pÉStates(C) : there exists p e p  such that f(p") » r }

■ f ■*■( r)* r> States(C),
where for any > Æ  Ç 31(C) we denote

1/lt <= { p £  31(C): there exists p'ç p such that p'ti/î^

This will be referred to as the intermediate interpretation of a 

database state.
IIt Is easy to see that

♦ -1(r) C f_1(r)f Ç  f-1( Rep( r) ) , 
which implies that for any database state

CWA - intermediate £  OWA
interpretation — interpretation — • interpretation

x
This is consistent with the intuition, since the stronger assump

tion' concerning the OBA's information about reality, the smaller set 

of possible states of reality is represented by a database state.

The following example illustrates the three nays of interpreting 

database states.

example 5.1.Consider a conceptual schema consisting of a single rela

tion name Q with attributes C (customer), S (supplier) and P 

(product), csp £ q meaning that supplier s. supplies product p to 
consumer c. We do not assume any constraints on the possible inst^n-

<
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ces of Q. Suppose that we are interested In whet product any of 

the suppliers can (immediately) supply to any of the customers, rather 

than what product it actually supplies. Here we aesuae that supplier 

s can supply product p to custoner c if supplier s already 

supplies some product p' to customer c (so that c does not have 

to sign a contract with a new supplier), and supplier e already 

supplies product p to some custoner c' (so that s does not 

have to start to supply a new product). It is clear that in such a 
case an appropriate database schema ie <R,f> where

f " ^ c s i Q W  T-gp(Q).

Suppose now that a database state r consists of a single tuple,

r » Brown, Smith, nails>}, 

and let u§ see what is the meaning of r under the three interpre

tations introduced in this section.

CWA interpretation! f-1( r) ■ {r}

Smith supplies nails to Brown, and no other relationship csp holds 

true in reality.

Intermediate interpretation: f 1(r)^ ■ Rep( r)

Smith supplies nails to Brown, and there may be any number of other 

relationships csp which hold true in reality.

OWA interpretation! f_1(Rep(r)) » { q : 3  p' .c'( csp' ,c'sp e q)J 

Smith can supply nails to Brown (in the sense described above); 

there may be any number of other relationships csp which hold true 

in reality. Q
lich of the three interpretations is most natural depends, of 

cc irse, on a concrete situation. Notice however the following three 

ar.uments in favor of the OWA interpretation:

1. In most cases the user doesn't know to what extent the DBA's 

knpwledge about reality is complete. Consequently, he or she has to 
choose the weakest interpretation, i.e. the OWA interpretation.

v *



2. The OWA interpretation is mathematically much more tractable 

than the other two. In particular, the technique of tables, described 

in [1L1.IL2], is applicable in the context of this interpretation.

3.-The OWA interpretation has a very clear logical explanation, 

given below by means of an example.
Let D « ^R,f> be a database schema over C « and

let <*(R) » AC, <*’(P) » ABC. f - v  ^  17 BC‘ * As any
relational expression, f corresponds to a relational calculus 

fo rmula,

4> ( x,z) : 3  y' z'(P( x.y'.z') a  P(x'.y'.z))
(see Codd's “Completeness Theorem* [Cod3. Ull]). The OWA interpre

tation of a database state r is given by the set of all relation- . 

al structures p such that for every ac fr,

p |r $  [a.c]

(i.e. formula 4> (x,z) with variables x,z interpreted as a, c, 

respectively, holds true in p) ; in other words the C*VA interpreta

tion specifies the set of all models of {4>(a,c): acfcr}.

The three ways of interpreting states of a database schema lead 

to a natural way to three corresponding notions of database schema

equivalence. Let us emphasize here our belief that the only situa

tion where comparing database schemata is meaningful is one where 
both database schemata are defined over the same conceptual schema. 

Let ID" = ^ 6̂ ,̂. .. .R^.f > , E *= <S1 ,...,S1 ,j> be two database

schemata over the same conceptual schema C ■ < P1 ,...,Pn ,e > .

For any r€!R.(D), s C ^ K E )  define

I(r) - f _1( r) n States(lD) ,
3(s) ■ g_1( s) r\ States(E).

We say that r€3i(D) and s £ 31(E) are OWA-equivalent if

I(r) = 0( s). The database schemata D,E are called OWA-equivalent

- 2 2 - 1
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if for any r €iR(D) there is an OWA-equivalent s € ^ ( E ) ,  and 

for any s f3£(E) there is an OWA-equivalent r63L(D). Notice

that if D  and E are OWA-equivalent database schemata then for

any réíR.(D) there is exactly one OWA-equivalent sííl(E) , which
— 1.can be obtained as g(f (r)), and vice versa. We call this s the

t ranslation of r from D to E. A technique for translating

states between database schemata and for testing OWA-equivalence of 
database schemata, is described in more detail in [IL2] . This 

technique is based on the notion of a table, originally developed 

by the authors in the context of representing incomplete informa

tion in relational databases [iLlJ.

Equivalence of states and of database schemata^ under the CWA in

terpretation and under the intermediate interpretation can be defined 

in a similar way, by suitably changing the definition of I(r) and 

0(s). It may be noted that the CWA-equivalence of database schemata 

resembles the equivalence of relational views considered by Bancilhol 

and Spyratos [BS].

6. CONCLUSIONS

In order to avoid motivational incons.Ttencies, we have proposed 

a new approach to relational database theory. An important feature 

of this approach is the differentiation between the database schema 

and the conceptual.schema. This separation, where the database 

schema is a kind of a relational view of reality, makes it possible 

to give a clear definition of the semantics of a database schema 
and the semantics of a database state.

Within the new framework we revisit some basic notions of the 

relational database theory. An important point in our approach is 

that we do not need the universal instance assumption in order to 
correctly formalize the main notions in rélatlonal database theory,

-  2 3  -



such as that of database schema equivalence.

believe that notions like normalization, which has been men-S«-
tioned only very briefly in the paper, require further study. The 

notion of normalization is closely connected with the problem of 

update interpretabilitv. i.e. finding, for any update of a database 

staae, a proper update of the state of the conceptual schema.

In other words, normality of a database schema means that in 

addition to the possibility of interpreting database states in 

terms of states of the conceptual schema (static interpretability) 

we are able to interpret database updates in terras of changes of 

the conceptual schema {dynamic interpretabllitv). This subject wij.1 

be treated elsewhere.
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